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Wednesday 23.08.06 

11.44 Pick-up at Copenhagen Airport (Kastrup) by stairs to train platforms (or meet at Copenhagen 

Main Station at 11.45 with departure 12.01) 

13:00-14:30: Arrival, registration, coffee and tea 

14:30-15:00: Introduction: Christian Helms and Vibe Aarkrog and Danish Ministry of Education 

15:00-16:00: Plenary session: Thomas Deissinger, Konstanz “Why is it so difficult to change a VET 

system? The cases of Germany and the UK" 

16:00-16:30: Coffee break 

16:30-17:45: Workshops 1. session (presentation and discussion of one paper) 

18:00-19:00: Dinner 

20:00 - Social get together downstairs 

 



Thursday 24.08.06 

8:00-9:00: Breakfast 

9:15-13:30: Excursion to Hamlet Vocational College in Hillerød: • Introduction Christian HJ & 

Vibe Aarkrog: Current issues in Danish VET• Presentation by Lars Kristensen & Helle Bødker, 

Hamlet: Recognition of experiential learning in vocational education - Practice and problems• 

Lunch and guided tour at the vocational college• Bus transport back to the conference venue in 

Gilleleje 

14:00-15:30: Workshops 2. session (discussion of 2 papers) 

15.30-16:00: Coffee break 

16:00-17:30: Workshops 3. session (discussion of 2 papers) 

17:45-18:45: Keynote: Kjell Rubenson, Vancouver: Lifelong learning policy rhetoric: where is the 

evidence? 

19:00-: Dinner and get together 

 

Friday 25.08.06 

8:00-9:00: Breakfast 

9:00-10:00: Workshops 4. session (discussion of one paper) 

10.00-10:15: Coffee break 

10:15-11:15: Keynote: Phil Hodkinson, Leeds: Theorising vocational learning: learning cultures 

and cultural learning. 

11:30-13:00: Round tables with group debate in two parallel sessions and meeting in groups about 

Vet & Culture book projects 

13:00-14:00: Lunch 

14:00-15:30: Workshops 5. session (discussion of 2 papers) 

15.30-16:00: Coffee break 

16:00-17:30: Workshops 6. session (discussion of 2 papers) 

18:00- ? Excursion to Ellsinore and sail on Øresund with dinner 

 

Saturday 26.08.06 

8:00-9:00: Breakfast 

9:00-10:30: Workshops 7. session (discussion of two papers) 

10:30-11:00: Coffee break 

11:00-12:00: Keynote Karin Filander “Vocational teachers in transition” 

12:00-12:30: Goodbye and preparation for next conference in Konstanz 2007 

12:30-13:30: Lunch and departure 

 

 

  



VET & Culture conference 2006 • Divergence and convergence in education and work 

 

Map of eastern Zealand and the conference venue in Gilleleje: address 

Gilleleje KursusCenter, Tinkerup Strandvej 8A, 3250 Gilleje, Denmark 

Phone (0045) 4836 5441 

 

The conference venue is in Gilleleje – a nice seaside village 

 

Gilleje is accessible by train from Copenhagen over Hillerød or Helsingør 

Conference Centre Trainstation in Gilleleje 

Train from Kastrup Airport Station to Gilleleje Station 

At Kastrup Airport: go to the stairs that lead to the trains for Copenhagen/København. 

Buy a train ticket to Gilleleje Station. 

Jens A Hansen will meet you there and take you to the conference venue. 

There is one shift of train at Helsingør Station. 

(You find the train to Gilleje just outside Helsingør Station along the road towards the city) 

You can also get on the train to Helsingør at Copenhagen Main Station (12.01)(See next page) 

 

Station Time Train 

Kastrup Airport Station Departure 11:44 RE 1047 

Direction København H and Helsingør 

Copenhagen Main Station Departure 12.01 Direction: Helsingør 

Helsingør station Arrival 12.45 

Helsingør station Departure 12.55 PP 4137 

Direction : Gilleleje 

Gilleleje station Arrival 13.37 

 

We will pick you up at Gilleje Station with a minibus 

(or there is bus no 341 leaving 12.53 in direction Helsinge that can take you to Gilleleje 

Kursuscenter) 

 

Meeting point af Copenhagen Main Station 

Under the central watch ¿ at Hrs 11.45 . Wednesday August 23 2006: 

From there we go and take the train leaving at Hrs 12.01 to Helsingør. 
 

 

 

 

  



Procedure for workshops 

Latest change: 03.08.2006 

 

Workshop procedure 

 

 

Procedure 

Before the workshop: All participants should read the 12 papers for the workshop 

The papers can be downloaded from this network homepage: 

http://www.peda.net/veraja/uta/vetculture 

In the workshop: 

1. The dicussant 

comments on the paper. 10 minutes 

A few central points from the paper should be reviewed and the most important points for the 

discussion drawn up. 

2. The author 

replies to the discussant and comments on the paper. 7 minutes Central points for discussion and 

possible disagreements should be clarified. 

3. The participants 

discuss the paper and the issues pointed at by the discussant. 23 minutes The chair person should try 

to keep focus in the discussion and link the discussions of different papers in the workshop. 

4. The author 

summarises the discussion. 5 minutes Valuable points from the discussion should be drawn up. 

Length of each workshop: 45 minutes 

 

As we would try to practice a bit of what we preach in learning theory, we plan to have active, 

continously and thouroughly discussions on focussed problems in the same group of people. That is 

what we have tried to arrange for in the workshops. 

Other conferences might give opportunities to shop around and listen to the paper presentations that 

seem to fit our interest. But they suffer though from lack of depth and continuity – and too much 

one-way communication. 

We have planned for smaller groups (app 15 people) where at least half of the time is spent on 

active participation in discussions by all members. 

We believe that a high return depends on a good preparation. So, we expect that everybody in each 

workshop has read all the app 12 papers for their workshop before the conference (should be 

downloaded from this homepage). So we do not need to use valuable time on lenghty presentations, 

but can reserve it for discussions. 

We have appointed a discussant to each paper. We expect the discussant to prepare a short comment 

on central points and problems of the paper. 

The author will afterwards have time to comment shortly on this. 

Besides we will appoint a chair person to manage time and schedule in each workshop. 

 

In the workshops the will be overhead a projector but no power point projector 

(power point presentations is only possible in plenary sessions). 
 

 

  

http://www.peda.net/veraja/uta/vetculture


Instruction for papers to conference in Denmark 2006 

Latest change: 24.05.2006 

VET & Culture conference in Denmark 2006 

Wednesday the 23rd august 2006 14:00 to Saturday the 26th august 2006 14:00. 

Instructions for Authors 

Manuscripts/papers 

Paper manuscripts should be sent by electronic submission to 

conference secretary Randi Kaas, ran@ruc.dk at latest the 1. of July 2006 

 

Format: Word, rtf or other text processing format. 

All papers will be uploaded on the network homepage http://www.peda.net/veraja/uta/vetculture 

Discussants 

We will assign a discussant to each paper to qualify the discussion in the workshops. 

A list of discussants will be posted on the homepage 2. July, so you have time to read the paper you 

are assigned to comment on and prepare the presentation of your comments. 

 

Papers 

Papers should on the front page start with the full name of author and institution with postal 

address, phone number and e-mail address included. 

Below put the title and subtitle and a brief abstract. 

 

Length of paper: Maximum 60.000 units (including spacing) equivalent to app 20 A4 pages with 

1½ line spacing. 

 

References should be indicated in the typescript by giving the author's name, with the year of 

publication in parentheses. If several papers by the same author and from the same year are cited, a, 

b, c, etc. should be put after the year of publication. The references should be listed in full, 

including pages, at the end of the paper in the following standard form: 

For books: SCOTT, P. (1984) The Crisis of the University (London, Croom Helm). 

For articles: CREMIN, L. A. (1983) The problematics of education in the 1980s: some reflections 

on the Oxford Workshop, Oxford Review of Education, 9, pp. 33-40. 

For chapters within books: WILLIS, P. (1983) Cultural production and theories of reproduction, in: 

L. BARTON & S. WALKER (Eds) Race, Class and Education (London, Croom Helm). 

Titles of journals and names of publishers, etc. should not be abbreviated. Acronyms for the names 

of organizations, examinations, etc. should be preceded by the title in full. 

Footnotes to the text should be avoided wherever this is reasonably possible. 

Citations of other work should be limited to those strictly necessary for the argument. Any 

quotations should be brief, and accompanied by precise references. 

More detailed instructions for manuscripts will be given in connection with revision of papers after 

the conference. 
 

http://www.peda.net/veraja/uta/vetculture

